
PERSONAL
EMERGENCY
PENDANT
(PEP)™

 

CONTACT
ELDERLY
DISABLED
DEMENTIA
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
LONE WORKERS
CHILDREN
ANYONE AT RISK

24-Hour Intelligent Protection
 For People On The Move 

TASK Community Care

Unit 1 Block 3, City North Business Park,

Stamullen, Co. Meath, 

Ireland, K32 V008

01 843 5889 (Ireland)

0845 304 5535 (UK)

info@taskltd.com | www.taskltd.com

Benefits 
Portable
Personal Security
Reassurance for Vulnerable People
Hands-Free 'Two Way Speech'
Covert & Unobtrusive In Use
Alarm Location Within Meters
24-Hour Monitoring Centre Assistance 365
Days A Year
IPX7 (Waterproof)
3D G-Sensor For Detecting Fall Or Shock
Alarm

USERS

TASK is committed to the provision
of life enhancing technologies that
facilitate independence, security and
individual liberty, in a way that
enables people to live independently
and go on contributing, connecting,
and experiencing life to the full.

Where People Matter!



Today, there are many people who

feel vulnerable and this can be for

many reasons, whether they are

suffering from dementia, elderly or

living with a disability, while many

others suffer for a variety of

reasons, including domestic

violence. 

 

Being able to give people and their

families a feeling of confidence and

safety is what TASK Community

Care is all about, giving them

confidence to go about their daily

lives in the knowledge that if a

situation should arise, an activation

of the SOS button on the Personal

Emergency Pendant (PEP) will result

in an effective response and targeted

assistance.

 

 

 

 

HOW DOES IT
WORK?

GPS, WiFi and beacon positioning all
operate to provide not only the user's
location but also advanced geo-fencing
functionality. Also incorporates  energy
saving technology for achieving long
life of the PIP™ locator. 

When the SOS emergency button on
the PEP™ locator is activated, an alarm
is sent to the TASK Community Care
24-hour monitoring centre, displaying
client details and their location. A two-
way conversation can then take place.
The operator will ascertain the nature
of the emergency, enabling them to
react quickly to the situation and
provide the appropriate response. 

 

WHO CAN
BENEFIT?

4G LOCATION TRACKER 

Reassurance when no-one
else is there to help


